
doors

When the end product creates the atmosphere of a home, our 

quality products make all the difference.



VanBeek’s continues to set the industry standard for the discriminating craftsman to 
satisfy the most demanding customer.



mullion

center rail

outside edge profile  
½" Mortise & Tenon Joints

inside edge profile 
(and/or applied molding)
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Standard stile and rail width is 
2¼" unless specified.

rail
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horizontal panel     

5-piece front  slab front

vertical panel
Raised panels are sanded to 3/4" thick
Flat panels are constructed of  3/8"
MDF core w/ matching veneers

Finished standard thickness
is 13/16" unless specified.

Match doors to a 5-piece front design or  
a cost efficient slab front with outside edge options.

width

   QR-100 Maple
   P-10, E-3 

door construction



side profile of door

outside edge (E-3)

inside edge (QR)

stile or rail

panel (P-10)

100

130

110

120

150 l&r (left shown)

200 P-11

slab

5-piece P-10

5-piece P-11

100 Glass 4-Lite

300

400



profiles

BC

SL

TG QR

inside edge profiles (shown actual size)

BBMB

SC TG-2 (Deep TG used for 
raised panels or with  
applied moldings.)

OG

SB

E-2E-1 E-3 E-4 E-5 E-6 E-7 E-8

E-9 E-10 E-11 E-12 E-13* E-14* E-15*

E-16* E-17* E-18 E-20* E-21 E-22 E-23

*Available on drawer fronts only.

outside edge profiles for doors and drawer fronts (shown actual size)

SB-S (1" thick doors only)

E-28 E-29E-27 E-30



P-13

P-18P-17

P-20

P-B15, 20, 30*

*P-B and P-V available in 1½", 2" or 3" spacing.

P-14 P-15

P-12

P-19

P-10

P-11

P-21

P-16

panel profiles (shown actual size)

P-V15, 20, 30*

rope molding - AM88 available in some species.

* Applied moldings may be limited to certain panel profiles and square 

templates.

applied moldings*(shown actual size)
Additional pieces mitered and fit to the TG-2 inside edge (the inside of frame).

AM93

AM84

AM97

AM86AM81

AM26 AM35

P-23

P-11S

AM60
AM80 AM82 AM91



shipping

Depending on the size, weight, and destination of the product, we choose the most efficient and cost effective 
shipping method for your shipment to arrive safely and in a timely fashion.

Taking pride in the quality of our products, we do our best to ensure that everything is protected and packaged to 
the best of our abilities. We also selectively choose our carriers to ensure that careful and precautionary handling 
of the product is first priority.

warranty

VanBeek’s Custom Wood Products guarantees all of its products for one year from the date of  shipping. Guarantees do 
not apply in cases of improper storage, handling, or finishing on the part of the customer. 

Upon receiving the order, sizes and quality of our product should be verified. Unfinished products need to be finished as 
soon as possible due to the wood’s susceptibility to climate conditions. VanBeek’s will not take responsibility for finishing or 
labor costs in the event of product replacement.

All doors up to 24” wide and 48” tall are guaranteed against warpage and squareness within 1/8”. Doors that exceed 
these dimensions are not guaranteed.  

Doors over 40” tall must be constructed of two panels in order to be guaranteed.  All doors over 40” tall will automatically 
be made with two panels unless otherwise specified.  

Slab drawer fronts carry the same guarantee as doors with a maximum guaranteed size of 36” wide and 12” tall.



7950 clyde park ave., s.w.
byron center, mi 49315

tel 616.583.9002    fax 616.583.9004
www.vanbeekscwp.com




